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THE NEWS GOES TO A DANCE
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PICTUltED ABOVE ·ARE SOME OF THE YOUNG LADIES WHO GRACED LAST FRIDAY'S DAfNCE

1,HE FELLOWS. SAY
Editor~s

Note:
Friday,'Sept. 27, several Xavier News reporters and editors
conducted a series of interviews at the Sailing Club dance in
the armory. This dance, like the many Friday night dances
held throughout the year in the armory, is swiftly becoming
an institution here at Xavier. The purpose of these·interviews
was merely to ascertain by a random sampling what those who
attend these dances like and dislike about them. It is hoped
that no offense was or will be taken by anyone inv~lved in
the dances or interviews. We feel that a liberal sampling of..
both fellows and· girls is included below. The comments are
listed below.
·
Mr. Bob Hock, Xavier U. Junior Psychology major, who came to
X from Portsmouth and whose hobby is reading, felt that the lighting
was not unified and that 'dimmer lights throughout would be an
improvement. He also felt that there was a need for improvement
in ventilation.

• • • • •

Mr. Bill Gortemiller, a junior business stddent,. who hails from
Hartwell in Cincy and whose hobbies run from hunting through
basketball to swimming, made ·these comments: "Dim-Dim The
Lights." When there's a large crowd, hold the dances in the fieldhouse."

• • • • •

Mr. David Armbruster, a freshman from St. Bernard, whose major
is chemistry and whose hobbies are sports and dancing, had no .
eeneral comments to make.

• • • • •

Mr. Charles E. McCarthy, a senior from Westwood, who is a premed student and who likes to play tennis, golf, and to read, had this
to say: "The bands seem to play more fast music than necessary.
They should pia:y it. only occasionally, that is, less often than now."
He also felt that people don't seem to mix too well.

• • • • •

Mr. T. J. Madden, a Junior accounting major, from Evansville,
Ind. whose hobbies run in the outside activities dept., felt that there
should •be more advertising to bring in more people.

• • • • •

Mr. Glen DuBrucq, a junior business student from Mariemont,
who enjoys the atmosphere and refreshments of the Tally-Ho, felt
that the dance floor should be roped off.

• • • • •

Mr. Mike Morrissey, a frosh whose major Is pbysles, and whose
hobby is gun collecting, calls Cincinnati his home. Mr. Morrissey had
no comments to make on the dance~

• • • • •

Mr. Matt McLau1blln, a senior bonon coune student, whose hobby
is cars, had this to say: "Make sure the band plays some good da~ce
music."
·
(Continued on Page 9) .

OUR FIN:DJNl~S
IN GENERAL
Last Friday night The Xavier
News, believing that all people,
especially the college variety, are
social beings, went to one of the
weekly dances which are held by
various campus organizations in
the armory. Jn this space we will
attempt to explain the whys and
wherefores of our visit.
Now let's get down to the facts,
the first of which is why was this
done? This was done in the hope
that some of the suggestions
made by the individuals interviewed will be acted upon by the
clubs who, in conjunction with
the Student Council, sponsor
these dances. This was our only
purpose. The reason that more
girls were interviewed than boys
would be plainly obvious to anyone who attended one of these
dances. There are simply more
girls in attendance than boys, a
fact which could be· remedied by
the attendance of more of Xavier's finest. One last thing deserves mention. There is, as anyone can plainly observe, no attempt to draw any definite conclusions from this most random
of surveys.
In the wherefore dept. we found
that the reason most of the fellows and girls attend the dances
is to have a good time. and in
general make new acquaintances.
We also found that a variety of
tasf!s and hobbies, likes and dislikes existed at the dance. We
found that the music, while it
could be of a slower variety, was
pleasing to the fellows and girls.
We heartily agree with those
who complained about the heat
and the lack of ventilation. Fr.
Ratterman bas Informed as tbat
tbls situation wUI be remedied,
(Continued on Page 9)

·-THE G.JRLS SAY
Miss Shirley Linn, Sue, a senior biology major from Edreclift
College, whose hobby is dancing, felt that there should be more
fellows and that those fellows should do more dancing.

.. .
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"'

Miss Judy Even, a senior from Our Lacly of Angels IJl.S., whose
hobby is designing clothes, felt that there should be more tables. She ·
would like to have mixers and whistle dances instituted and 1he
wishes that the boys wouldn't just stand around.

• • • • •

Miss Marlene Klhnke, a junior General Home Ee. major from
Our Lady of Cincinnati, whose hobbies are singing and sewing, ca.lls
Hyde Park home. She said, and we quote: "I think the fellows could·
be a little more congenial; they just seem to stand around."

• • • • •

Miss Diane Luecke, a senior from O.L.A., !clt that the boys should
mingle on the dance floor and should be more congenial. Sh9 also
felt that more boys should come.
•

ti

•

•

...

Miss Mary Ann Hoffman, an Edgecliff junior who majors in
English, and calls Westwood home, likes to collect records. Miss Hoffman felt that there should be more boys who are more sociable at·
the dances.

• • • • •

Miss Pat Riordan, a junior from Miami Shores, Fla., who major£
in Math. at Mt. St. Joseph, feels that the boys should mingle more
and dance more. She also feels that the music is too lo1;Id.

• • • • •

Miss Margie Klacke, a UC freshman from Wyoming, O. who i•
studying Interior Design, had no comments to make.

• • • • •

Miss Margie Lang, an XUEC student who studies business En1lisb
and who has many varied hobb.ies, would like to have mixer, circle,
or whistle dances instituted at these affairs. She feels that the first
dance held was better than this one.

• • • • •

Miss Kathy Huseman, a senior from St. Ursula Academy, would
like to see more fellows come to these dances who are a little bit
more on the ball.

• •

•

• •

Miss Midge Kuntz, a secretary from Reading, 0., felt that the
boys should be made to ask the girls to dance. She also felt that there
was a definite need for more boys.

• • • • •

Miss Margie Mellott, a junior from Mother of Mercy U.S., felt that
there was a definite need for more promotion and advertising here at
Xavier concerning these dances.

• • • • •

Miss Caroline Howard, a freshman from Our Lady of Cincinnati
Colle1e, whose hobby is sewing, had this to say: "Kick out a few
girls. Get the fellows to dance with the girls."
(Continued on Page 9)
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Freedom In The Balance
The recent racial disturbances in the South have engendered caustic comments against The National Association
for the Advancement of Colore..d People by Southern segregationists. White supremists lay the blame for all the racial
disorders of the past deca,de at the feet of th.e NAACP. They
have, in their own communities, maligned members, imposed
economic sanctions, outlawed the organization and, when all
else failed, resorted to violence against NAACP leaders.
The Association is pictured at the epitomine of evil with
no saving merits. It is even dedicated, white supremists contend, to mongreliza ti on of the races~ And they proceed to
condemn it in a litany of unsavory terms.
Any organization that fights unceasingly for a :rpinority
opinion in an area where the majority will is used to little
resistance may except, like the NAACP, to be subjected to
continued disabuse. This organization, with a 90% Negro-10%
white membership, has, since its inception, sought equal rights
for all Americans regardless of pigmentation of the skin.
It has, in all instances, had resort to the courts and has
shown the utmost respect for constitutional law. Violence has
been on the side of the white supremists who choose to suspend
due processes of law when the decision is against them.
The Supreme Court order on school desegregation of May
31, 1955 has confirmed that for which the NAACP bas toiled
long and hard. "We conclude," the court has declared, "that
in the field of public education the doctrine of 'separate but
equal' has no place. ,Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal." Further, it is a declaration of the court that
"all provisions of federal, state, or local laws requiring or
permitting discrimination must yield to principle." This means
that all ·state and local laws requiring or permitting racial
segregation are void.
The decision has been made, but the formidable task of
implementation still looms in the deep South. Here, the
NAACP faces a Herculean job which will require all of its
resources. Ingrained prejudices are not easily removed, but
a start must be made or those prejudices will never be rooted
out.
The NAACP has shown courage; now it must show a resolute patience while the court order is implemented. And the
Christian South must show charity and understanding. Pa-·
tience must not be misinterpreted as compromise. There can
be no compromise on matters of principle. Thus far, the
NAACP has conducted its business with model deportment,
but its greatest challenge is yet to come. The organization
shows every sign of meeting that challenge.
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DOWN FRONT
By Ken Klueh

After some of Hollywood's inane "entertainment" in recent
months ("Jet Pilot," for example), it reaffirms one's faith in
the industry to view something like "A Hatful of Rain"
(Keith's). It is an: excellent adaptation of a play by the same
name which did quite well on Broadway last year.
Don Murray is cast as an addict
who finds his marriage is on the
rocks because of his craving for
dope. However, he's not all villain. It's implied, though not
actually stated, that he acquired
the habit as a result of war-time
hospitalization.
Eva Marie Saint is his beautiful, pregnant; love-starved wife
who thinks that another woman
has come between them.
Johnny's brother, Polo (Anthony Franciosa) who lives with
them, lends him the money to
pay for the dope and keeps his
secret even though he suffers for
it.
We11, now we have all the
ingrcdients for a nice, cozy little
triangle. You see, Polo does have
one fault. He's in love with his
"''other's wife. The plot thickens

•

as he make~ a half-heart~d pass
at her. Nothmg comes of 1t, however. Y~u see, it see~s she ·has
a. conscience. Now Im all for
virtw~, coun~ry, ~ot~erhood an.d
the fmer thmgs m life, but this
is a letdown.
I won't even mention the "dope
peddlars." They were miserable.
The movie has its' humorous
moments, too. One scene in which
Polo comes home drunk is hilarious.
A story of this nature, as one·
might expect, has some realistic
and intensely dramatic scenes
depicting the effects of dope.
The movie, as a whole, is excitins. AU things considered, the
story is well done and should be
a contender for an Academy
Award. Hishly Recommended.

Music Stand
By Bill ·Di1que

OBITER DICTA

A small handful of people, a tiny minority in a good sized
town sp':1rred o!l. ~nd given t.he necessary emo~ional kick by
a bumbhng pohtlc1an, ·stand m the face of their fellow man
and deny him that which is no one man's to deny and that
which when threatened or denied must be protected and given
to those from whom it is being refused.
Hurray for states rights!
Cheers for lace curtains and
fried chicken and white pillars
and state capitols and long Hve
telecasts 'of governors with good
writers and excellent forensic
abitity.
·

:-~-:-~~~-~----~

The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, under the conductor
Thor Johnson, will 'in weeks tO
come, commence its sixty-third
season. I shall describe the works
to be performed at each concert.
Today, however, I am going to
talk about two bther great musical events which are comi~g to
Cincinnati.
The first of these will be
marked by the appearance of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra in
Music Hall on Monday, October
21, at 8: 30 p.m. The second
oldest orchestra in the United
States will 'be directed by its
conductor, Charles Munch. The
program will consist of Johllnnes
Brahms "Symphony No. 4 ·in G
minor," Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's "Symphony in q minor,"
and Igar Stravinsky's "Jeu des
Cartes." Composed of 103 members, the Boston Symphony
Orchestra is among the three top
leading orchestras in the country.
The sei:.ond event of musical
importance will be the appear.,.
ance of the Royal Ballet, formerly called the Sadler's Wells
Ballet. It will ·he complete with
a company of 150, a symphony
orchestra, a n d stage setting
(choreography) .. The Royal Ballet will be here for three consecutive nights. They will present "The Sleeping Beauty," by
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky on
Sunday and Monday evenings at
8: 30 p.m. On Tuesday evening
at 8: 30 p.m. they will present
Malcom Arnold's "Solitaire," !gar
Stavinsky's "Petrouchka," and
Frederick Ashton's "Birthday Offering." If you have never seen
a ballet 1before, I think you will
find it an unforgettable experience.

but which is, as it were, a law
of nature, that that law is to be
recognized and followed.
There is a bigger problem
here. It is a problem of tradition; of complications that have
been passed down through genAnd the men who would keep erations; through community and
their dignity must be shown state governments as well. A
that rio legislature, that rio pride
very old ibattle over the rights
in state's rights 'by others can of certain states _to run· themkeep them from giving complete selves and to do things in their
dignity to those from whom it own way and in their own time.
But this stage is gone. That issue
is held.
May the little red school house is trivial and superceded 'by the
with the other little red school essential question •it threatens.
hottse across the street. or the The country can no longer sit
tracks as the case may be, stand· back and wait for the few who
forever. After all, that's equal resist the fact of human equalrights, isn't it? If I build one· ity. The weak but deeply buried
school to prot~ct my own and tap root of ignorance, of narrowgive the same thing to others, mindedness, of the super-ego
keeping each separate, every- feeling, "the supreme Caucasian
thing is equal isn't it? But nat- mind," will be removed and the
urally since I possess the "Su- nation will have it removed
preme Caucasian mind" it will now._
be up to me to control and regYour questions seem mighty
ulate the situation won't it?
foolish to me. Of course they
What's the problem then? bleed red blood like me. And,
Doesn't our constitution provide yes, their prayers are as good as
for the treatment of all men? ours, and, you ask the dumbest
There are many factors whiCh questions, they pray to the same
enter .the .issue. Many long, in- God too. But what have they
volved political considerations, done for our society? Chances
'inany subtlities of law and of a-plenty to advance themselves
the powers of governments of but 'its just something that's in
concern. I know little of these.
them that makes them sit behind
This much I know. And I while we take the reins and
know it as well as every man march ahead.
knows it. I know that man has
The President in his speech on
a nature and that this nature is this issu.e might have mentioned
universal to all men. I know that a course of action for the people. LATE ENROLLMENT FIGURES
there will be quarrels over state The suggestion he could have
The undergraduate division has
rights, over methods used to made is so .basic to our Ameri- 1,667 students enrolled this fall
enforce certain laws and in their can way of life that he, perhaps as compared with 1,591 last fall.
application to certain segments did not deem it necessary to With late registration in the
of our population. But I also even remind A:meri:<11ns of . it. Graduate S c ho o 1 continuing
know the .essential argument, He should have told the people through Saturday, September 28,
despite the circumstances which · to let themselves be heard. They the enrollment September 24 was
over the years have influenced should write to their representa- 1,030 compared to. 919 last year.
and effected the actual customs tives and tell them their feel- The Milford Novitiate has 145
and laws of the people, is the ings on the . issue. Let the con- students compared to 135 last
same. And that the essence of gressmen and members of the year. Evening College enrollment
that argument
never change senate, of those great law mak~ was still in progress when its
and is basically believed in 1by ing and judicial :bodies, know enrollment was checked. There
all the people of our nation for how the nation feels. The people were 1,030 students as of Septemthey have fought two recent of the country should act like ber 24 enrolled in academic classmajor 1battles to prove their . the government which they are. es and 135 in short term courses .
belief in the truth of its doctrine. They should speak out giving the The total enrollment including
There's our teen-age rumbles, necessary strength and courage full time, part time, and short
.served Southern style, and that to their, representatives letting term course students is near
damn dynamite'n by a few foot them know they are not alone 4,000. The exact figure is not
men. But all in · all we ain't in their efforts.
available because dupJicates have
causing no trouble. Ju.st keep
Perhaps no president in many not as yet been determined.
them in their place and we'll terms has more vividly expressed
stay in ·ours. Why science will and brought to mind the idea
Two Professors Fly
tell you they can't learn or of our nation's spiritual founda- ,,measure up to us and God Him- tion than our present Chief
To Their Classes
self made us separate and dif- Executive.- In a speech for the
ferent to stay that way. Lincoln United Appeal campaigns he
Two iecturers in business adhimself in the Douglas debate, re-emphasized that Americans ministration, Gordon C. Hughes
I believe it was in September of should always remember that and John J. Murphy, are going
1858, spoke in favor of the they are "children of God, to help airline business this year.
superior place, going to the men touched with compassion, one Both are commuting on weekof the white race. A creed? A for another." These are not ends via plane to teach Saturday
whole theology on the accidents merely the words of a fund- morning classes. Recently named
of human !geology? Well, you raising drive. These are words superintendent of the Kroger
say, we're proud of how we got of a great truth. And the issue Company bakery in Cleveland,
this way!
is as simple as that. They may Hughes will fly in each weekend
But I also know that the quibble over methods of enforce- to conduct two sections of "ExPresident of the United States ment and of who is in whose ecutive Practices" while Murphy,·
is · the lawful, duly elected and backyard but the towering fact a research specialist at GE, will
appointed representative of our and the matter of supreme con- fly· from New York City, where
nation and that when he legis- sideration is that alt the people he· is taking a special company
training course, to meet his "Inlates, with his congress, on an are the children of God.
Members of the mob in the dustrial Procurement ¥d Conissue that does not find its
(Continued on Pase 9)
trol" course.
besinninss in any sov~rnment
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QUEEN SELECTION HIGHLIGHTS PAGEANT
Corning Dorm Dance Brings Queen Candidate•;
Don Lackey, Bobby Keys Eritertain At Homecoming
By Bill ltlaaon, New• Associate Editor
With Homecoming a month in the offing all preparations,
highlighted by the election of Homecoming Queen, are being
made for a bigger and better pageant this year. Homecoming
this year as always is a must on the calendar of every Xavier
student.

JESUIT TO OPEN SERIES
COUNCIL POSTS
FILLED MONDAY
IN BUSY MEET

Since the election of the Queen
Committee Named ·
and her court is of primary
By Don Bcirnhor•t.,
importance in the preparations
Another development which
• Council Correspondeni
for the big weekend it 'is essen- shottld brighten the hearts of
tial tlwt every organization which many Xavier students is the
Student Council spent most of
desires to be represented in the announcement by the refresh:. its meeting Monday taking care
balloting must have its candi- ments committee that canned of the usual beginning-of-thedate at the Dorm Council dance beer instead of draught will be year business. Appropiations for
in the armory F1·iday night, Oct. "served. Those who attended last money were submitted and ap11 for presentation of candidates. year's "fiesta" will remember proved. Standing committees and
the refreshment difficulties boards were proposed and apwhich occurred. This it is hoped proved. And, in general, Council
was in a very affirmative mood,
will not occur again this year.
Jerry Welsh General Home-. as all motions to reach the floor
coming Chairman has announced were approved by sizable marthe selection of the following as gins.
committee chairmen: Publicity,
Appropriations
Dave McDevitt; Queen CommitIn regard to appropiations, $60
tee, Tom Ar1gier and Jo'e Milier; was provided for Campus Club
Dance Committee, Terry Lauten- supplies; $25 for Student Council
bach; Dorm Decorations & Float supplies; and $12.28 for a glass
Committee, Bill Stefan'ic and Joe desk top for the Student CounShay; Refreshments, Jeff Berry; cil office. The third appropiaTicket Sales, Tom Gilligan; Com- tion, the $12.28 for the desk top,
munion Breakfast, Sodality Mem- provided the only light part of
bers; Stadium Decorations, Ed the entire meeting. It seems that
Doyle and Tom Young.
(Continued on Page 6)

Spt{aker Widely-known As Lecturer, Retreat Master;
Varied Schedule Completes Speakers Serfos
By Way11e Fel1r
The Fall Convocation Schedule offers students a variety
of speakers and subjects. The first of the "Great Speakers
Series" will be held on Monday, October 14, in the Armory,
when Rev. Vincent J. McCorry, S.J., will speak on "Theology
in the University Curriculum."
•
~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

ti on s in the afternoon.
"Mu&t" Convocation•
The c o mp le t e convocation
schedule appears on this page.
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.,
Dean of Men, calls ipecial attention to the "Deans Series" of
convocations for the various
classes, which are compulsory
for all undergraduate students.
Freshmen must attend special
convocations on October 16 and
Noventber 6. An important
change in the schedule is the date
for the annual Memorial Mass,
which will take place on November 8, instead of November 12.
Rule&
The rules for convocation
attendunce are as follows: All
Catholic undergraduate full time
!tudents are required to attend
Rev. Vincent Mccorry, S.J.
Queen Diane,
the Memoria Mass. All underFr. Mccorry, a Jesuit of ·the graduate full time students are
'5'7 Sovereign
New York Province, is currently required to attend their assigned
engaged in the dual work of meeting in the Deans Series. All
Rules concerning eligibility of .
writing and conducting retreats . undergraduate full time students
. candidates are the same as in
He is the author of a number of (with 12 or more credit hours)
previous years. Candidates must..,.
By Tom Cahill
·~
books on spiritual subjects, and
be chosen from among students
"Music's in the air," or a(least it will be when hundreds for severnl years has been writ- must attend one Great Speakers
Series convocation. There will
of the Xavier University Eve- of Xavier students and their dates meet at Castle Farm after ing a weekly essay on the Sunbe no excuses accepted'!or stuning College. They may be nom- the annual Xavier-Cincinnati football game to celebrate vic- day Gospel for the national dent not attending one of the
tory. Entitled "Kick-off Kapers" by chairman Mike McConninated by any r~cognized organ- ville and co-chairman Jim Mooney, the dance will be from Jesuit weekly, America. Fr. Great Speakers Series. To be
Mccorry is well kno;1,vn as a fine excused from any other convoization on the campus. For fur- 9 until 1 o'clock. Clyde Trask and
lecturer,
author, and retreat cation, excuses must be presented
ther details consult the chairman his orchestra will be on hand to South Hall every day from 10:30
of the Queen's committee. Can- provide the music. Mr. Trask's until 2:30 for the benefit of all· master. His topic for the student to and accepted by the Dean of
convocation should be interest- Men prior to the convocation in
didates will be presented to past performances indicate that day students.
ing and profitable, especially to
. the students at the afore men- all attending will have an enjoyProceeds from the dance will Xavier's many Theology students. question. Unexcused absence
from any .required convocation
tioned dance and election of the able evening.
be used to support a number of
F'r. Mccorry will also open (or convocation series) merits a
Queen and her court will take
Sodality projects. One of the the Xavier University Fall Forum one dollar fine for each convocaplace in Soutl;l Hall Wednesday
more important is the TSCL, a, Series on Wednesday evening, tion so missed. All fines must be
and Thursday, Oct. 16th and 17th.
Training School of Catholic Lead- October 16. The other speakers paid ,before examination permits
Announcement of the winners
will take place at the dance
ers, held annually on the Xavier in this series will be Dr. Anthony will be issued in January.
Nemetz on November 11 and
Xavier students are encouraged
Friday, Oct. 18th.
campus for college and high Rev. Edward J. Hodous, S.J., on to take advantage of the Fall
Improvements Seen
school students. '' 0 per at ion December 4. Both these speakers convocation program for their
The committee has announced
Christ;" ancther newly organized
address student convoca- own enlightment and benefit.
that, as last year, there will be
Sodality undertaking, is under
two orchestras instead of one
the direction of moderators Fr.
playing for the students and
Holland and Fr. Wenzel. Both of
their dates at the dance followthese groups have as their purpose the development of good
ing the Homecoming Game with
Fr. Leo J. Vollmayer, S.J., proMarshall College on Nov. 2. The
Catholic leadePs for use in civic fessor of physics, will commemoNew full-time lay faculty memas well as religious affairs. But /
fiedhouse and the ~rmory will
rate his fifty years as a Jesuit
once again be the locations of
these organizations do not always
ber• this year include Thomas J.
the dance. This dance should be
have their noses to the grind- with a Mass in St. Robert Bellar- Bruggeman, instructor of mathestone. A varied social program mine Chapel Sunday, October 6, matics; Joseph P. Ebacher, assistan improvement over last 11ear&
by virtue of the improvement&
consisting of dances, picnics, and at 10:00 a.m. All members of the
ant professor o! French; Otto A.
socials is planned for the comi11i faculty are invited to attend.
being made in the armor11 at
Kvapil, instructor of dramatics;
months.
this time. More information conWilliam J. Larkin, instl'Uctor of
cerning these new developmenta
mathematics; Thomas J. Magner,
will follow in next week's issue.
Fr. Byrne To Speak
Clyde Trask
assistant professor of philosophy;
Fine Bands
Fr. Thomas P. Byrne, S.J., as- Dr. Mark E. Mahowald, assistant
Sponsore~
by the Sodality,
Don Lackey and his orchestra
aociate professor . of philosophy, professor of mathematics;' "Alvin
will hold forth in the fieldhouse tic~ets for -"Kick-off Kapers" are
will be the speaker at the meet.- C. Marrero, instructor of philoswhile the dixie-lane melodies of available in South Hall and in
Sympathy Is estended to Fr. ing of"'the Faculty Wives Club, ophy; Dr. Howard G. Schultz,
Bobby Keys will ring. out· for all of the dorms. The price is
Edward I. O'Connor, S.I., 1tu- Wednesday, October 2, at 8:00 assistant professor of economics;
dancing in the armory. Mr.
p.m. in the Albert D. Cash Mem- and John Tich, instructor of phiLackey will be remembered by $3.00 a couple. Admission is by dent eounsellor, on the death of orial Conference Room: "Heaven" losophy. Part-time professors inXavier students for his fine ticket only. Ray Normile, ticket· his brother.
will be his topic. Mrs. Catherine clude Dr. Ralph Luebbe in mathperformances at last year's Mil- chairman, has appointed Jim
Sympathy 11 allo estended to Hailstones, Faculty Wives presi- ematics who was formerly fullitary Ball . and at the Junior Considine to handle tickets in
Fr. lohn T. Malone, 8.1., OD tbe dent, has announced that the time, Dr. John Nobis in chemProm. Mr. Keys and his orchestra Elet Hall; Bill Stefani, Brockchief item ot business will be istry, al10 formerly a full-time
can be counted upon to keep the man Hall; and Mike McConnville, death of hla mother. Student. plannin1 tor the Club'• Harvest protes&or, William E. Sauter in
place hoppini with their lively i•neral chairman, Marion Hall. and faoult1 are uked to pn1 for Moon ·Picnic to be held at Mt. psycholoey, and John O'Leary in
A conunittee will aet' up ahop in . &be repoH of their 10ul8.
melodiea.
Airy l'orut October 28.
eniineerine drawin~.

Castle Farm To·Be Scene Of
Sodality' s Victory. Dance

a·

will

JUBILEMUS

Requiescant
In Pace

/

Lay Faculty
Announced
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SEEK REDSKIN SCALPS
SOUTH HALL MUSKIES
Hoping At Oxford To Break Miami's Jin.x
Of Five Straight Victories Since '51
QUARTERBACK
By Eel Adam•

"We do more passing, kickoff and punt return practice
than any team in the nation. All week long we stressed these
fundamentals. And what happened? We looked the worst on
these things on which we had worked the hardest.
"A lack of scrimmage has hurt us. We can't afford to lose
any of the kids in practice because of our thin squad. Yet
things are much· different under game conditions than under
practice conditions run without scrimmages.
"I've got to hand it to the defense, though. The kids went
out there and fought. In actuality, they permitted ten points
rather than 16. Bowling Green's last touchdown was purely
the result of a mental letdown on our part.
"The offense didn't move the ball. Bowling Green utilized
the defenses we anticipated, and we had a set number ot
plays prepared to counter them. If I had it to do over again,
I'd use the same game plan. Our quarterbacks just didn't
move the ball.
·
.
"We don't 11ave the speed and we don't have the depth.
I'm not crying, but you know darn well you can't print 100,000
papers with a hand press.'' So passed the resume of Coach
Harry "Mick" Connolly minutes after last Saturday evening's
struggle with Bowling Green's victorious Falcons. The coach,
his hands clasped behind his head, his well-proportioned frame
slouched in his office chair, was counting realities.

By Don Fenlon
This coming Saturday afternoon the Xavier Musketeers,
fresh from dropping a dull contest to Bowling ·Green invade
the home grounds of Miami, in an attempt to end a fi~e game
winni?g streak of the Redskins over XU. The last time the
Muskies were able to walk off the field with a win was in
1951 when they won 32-14, but since then, have lost those five
straight, failing in each instance to score more than a pair
of TDs.

Miami opened its season last
Saturday with a convincing 20-0
blitz of Western Michigan, but
failed to impress many of the
onlookers in the penalty-marred
contest. Head coach Johnny
Pont has had difficulty in mak-

fine Tom Dimitroff for the
difficulty in mastering Pont's
style 'of the split-T which Miami
prefers to use, and has been
pressed by Ernie Jarvis and Dick
Kinkoph, both less adroit with
the baJI, but more ac;customed

* * * * *

Tomorrow afternoon the Musketeers undertake the conquering of Miami's Redskins at Oxford. Last year, under circumstances vastly similar to the present, Xavier's crew succumbed 14-7. The Muskies had reigned victorious in their
first two contests by edging St. Joe's 13-8 and by sweeping
Marshall 30-6. Then along came Miami to upset the applecart,
simultaneously convincing Xavier that their aerial attack
could be a more potent factor than their ground game. Thenceforward, X, with Roger Bertoia nailing Steve Juriker and Bob
Young, became an outstanding passing team and proceeded
to win five of their last seven games. Hope abounds that the
Musketeers of '57 can also use the Redskins as a point of pivot,
this time by subduing the Miamians.
Five Cincinnatians grace the Redskin roster, Dom Seta
of Purcell, Gary Cobb of Withrow, Ed Hill and Pat Orloff of
Old Woodward and Jim Walhke of Western Hills.
Miami will be attempting tomorrow to match a string of
six straight victories over Xavier, compiled variously from
1920 to 1948. X grabbed three in a row from '49 through '51,
but unfortunately hasn't been on the long end of the score
~ince.
·

Yoho At End
.I

• • "' •

Congratulations are in order for Steve Junker, 1956 Musketeer co-captain who has made the grade with the N.F.L.
Detroit Lions. Junker, who started at offensive right end
during the exhibition season, names pro-football the best he
has ever been played. In his words, ''I thought I knew some·
thing about football when I left Xavier. But with the Lions
I learn something new on every play. It's no reflection on X.
It's that the guys up here arc really pros."
* * * * * .
Jimmy Conzelman, former nationally-known football
player and coach, will be guest speaker at the 12th annual
U.C.-X.U. Pigskin Rally next Friday afternoon at 12:15 in the
Pavillon Caprice, Netherland Hilton Hotel. Also featured on
the luncheon program will be remarks by Mick Connolly and
George Blackburn. Students can purchase tickets at $3.00 each
in the Chamber of Commerce offices, 1718 Union Central Bldg.

Mack Yoho, 205 pound Senior Captain of Redskins
ing up his mind on his starting
quarte11back. Actually, the spot
ahould theoretically go to Nick
Mourouzis, who understudied the

to the style which Pont utilizes
for the greater part of the Miami
greater part of last season.
Mourouzis has, however, had

Frosh Basketball Coach HeCzds Intramural;
McCafferty Challenges Victor In Tourney
are invited and even urged to
defended by the Wolverines of attend the games and support
receive a forward pass. Other their favorite teams. Those· who
Brockman Hall First Floor. A are not acquainted with touch
playoff between the winners of football discover that the coneach league will decide the over- tests often become very interestall school champion. The con- ing and exciting to watch.
tests will be ,played in the after- Games are played on a fifty
noons at the Brockman Hall yard field, divided by a midPlayfield on Herald Avenue and field stripe. Each team is comthe Dust Bowl, directly south posed of six men. The games are
played in two halves, each twenof the Corcoran 'Field stadium.
ty minutes long. There are no
Winners will not go unawarded time outs, except for emergenfor their meritorious efforts. The cies, and the clock runs continwinning team will be presented uously. Teams do not kick off;
a trophy for its hall, having but, instead, the toss of a coin
printed on it the names of each decides the possessor of the pigof the team members. Possibly, skin at midfield. A team must
there may -be an award for the score in four downs or forfeit
winners of each league, also, possession. They may, however,
Ruberg suggested. At the clos- agree to give up ,possession after
ing ot the activities, All · Star three tries at midfield. The conteams will be chosen from each tests are played in the two hand
league, plus a combined All Star tag method, ins~ead of tackle,
team.
and all members are ell1ible to
Students who are not on teama touch football rulea and tactic•

By John Dumbacher
Last Thursday a meeting
opening the 1957 fall intramural
season was held in the :fieldhouse. Don Ruberg, Xavier's
frosh basketball coach who will
direct intramural activitiea this
year, discussed the fall season,
which will be highlighted by
touch football contests.
Present at the football meetings were represenatives for
eighteen teams. These captah:1s
were representatives for groups
of dormitory and off-campus
students. On the following days
others consulted Coach Ruberg,
entering more teams. As in previous years, the day-hops showed
little or no interest at all, mainly
due to lack of sufficient organization.
Ruberg plans to set up two
leagues this season, each comprised of ten teams who will
attempt to seize the crown 'being

•

offense. In last Saturday's game,
Miami used the sttaight-T to
good advantage, scoring early in
the second' period when Dave
Thelen, converted halfback, being used at the fullback slot
replacing expert ground gainer
Dean Porter, scampered twelve
yards around his left end. Thelen
also scored the second Redskin
tally in the third period when
he cavorted up the midde for
ten yards.
Gentry Tallies
Speedy Curt Gentry, playing
his first year for the Redskins,
tallied the third and final marker
on an electrifying run of only
three Y,ards, when it appeared
that the entire left side of the
W. Michigan wall had him
pinned for a loss. Gentry was
a stellar performer at Portsmouth, who had battled ,his way
into the Redskin line-up, and is
reputedly the fastest man on the
Miami roster. Gentry mans the
left half slot, along with several
lads used in the right half slot.
Hal Williams, a 180 1b. sensation
las.t year is orily a junior and
has yet to develop fully. George
Scott, who saw limited action in
the tilt with the Broncos, was
injured in training, and is availa·ble for the XU tilt, having
recuperated from a shoulder
injury. The ·brunt of the attack
will undoubtedly ·be carried by
· Thelen, who replaced even Porter, as top grounder. with 635
yards.

parallel those of regular football.
A schedule of the games is
·
now posted on the athletic bulletin board in the fieldhousE:.
The contests will be played on a
round-robin basis, each team
playing every other 'league competitor once. The loop victors
will play off at the end of the
regular schedule.
Aside from football, · for the
intramural fall program, Don
Ruberg is hoping to provide a
horse shoe tourna~nt for all
interested around -the beginning
of November. The preposed
tourney, which has become .popular in many other colleges
about the nation, will include
both singles. and doubles competitio~. Jim McCafferty, Xavier's
new head basketball coach saya
he wants to challenge the win·ner. Big Jim, incidently, was
Loyola champion for three yeara

durin1 his collegiate days!

Xavier's hard charging line
will not rbe injured over-all, but
there are some really hard
charging linemen in the Redskin
line-up. Among them are Mac
Yoho, a 205 senior, who was
converted from tackle to end,
and has done a real job for
Pont. Jim Wahlke, a 200 lb.
senior was injured last Saturday, hut is expected to be ready
to do his usual yeoman job at
center for Miami. Ron Kacic,
junior tackle, is the heaviest
man in the -Miami ·starting· front
wall, tipping the scales at 218
·lbs.
Miami Bard Charging
U last" week's individual contests were to 'be used as a criterion for the coming encounter,
we could look for the Miami
line to rbe charging too soon, and
for Xavie1· backs to ·be dropping
the :ball right into the hands of
Redskin defenders. However, this
probably won't be the case. We
look for a clean, hard fought
contest, mostly a ground game,
with some passing, particularly
by the Muskies, and a Xavier
win, ending the . Miami string
over the local lads.

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
LANDEN, LTD.
606 Yine Ss.
PArkwa1 l·THI
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Bo tvlers Elect. "MEAGHER" POOR DESCRIPTION
FUm bles A l OW zng Miller President
Green To 16-0 Victory ~!. b~~~':.~~.. Mon- OF 205 POUND GREG FENNELL
1

By Jack Gardner
The lack of glue was prevalent on the fingertips of the
Musketeers as they fumbled no less than seven times and only
once did they recover. Add this to the fact that we had no
pass defense whatsoever makes for a sorry picture, indeed.
However, the one bright spot in this dismal effort was our
great defense. Although the
Bowling Green team did score
lG points, the Muskies were in
there fighting and saved a possible runaway. Even when the
Falcons tried to pour it on late
in the game, the defense never
quit.
Halfback Scores ·
Lennox, with two scores, and
slick operating quarterback Don
Nehlen led the Bowling Green
attack. The Falcon's line could
not be .penetrated by the Muskies. Averaging 210 pounds from
end to end they constantly
rushed the passers and found the
entire team into numerable mistakes.
Fumbles Prevail
De Orio ran Schroeder's opening kick to the Falcon 35. Unable to move .the ball quarterback Nehlen kicked to the Xav.:.
ier 38. ·On the very first play
Casper fumbled over the ball to
Bowling Green. Three plays
later, tHey fumbled it back to us,
which at the time seemed like
the ·break we needed. Jocko
Sereika carried for 15 yards
around right end. Casper hit
Terry Meyer with a 13 yard
pass, but on the next play Casper again fumbled on the Bowling Green 35, and the Falcons
recovered. Here, Don Nehler
displayed some brilliant quarterbacking moved the ball to the

Xavier 4 in 10 plays. The big
play was a pass to Janeway
good for 26 yards. Here the
Muskies dug in and held mainly
due to a great defensive play
by .Dan Boyle, who hit Ramlow
for a five yard loss to the 9
where Chuck Perry kicked a
field goal to break the scoring
ice.
No Threat Yet
The second period saw Bowling Green. dominate play but
never s e r i o u s,I y threatening,
Fumble Again
Midway in the third period
Lane, on the option play lateraled wild and the visitors' Valentine pounded on the loose
pigskin on the Xavier 30. On the
first play from scrimmage Lennox the 5' 9" speedster broke
through the Xavier line and
races the 30 yards, to pay dirt.
Perry added the extra point to
make the score 10-0. Late in
the third period the Muskies
finally put together a drive when
Casper hit Silvati with a 45
yard pass, but with 4th down
three on the 23; he failed to pick
up the necessary yardage.
Falcons 16-0
In the final period Lyons hit
Lennox with a pass good for 39
yards to the Xavier 5. Three
plays later Lennox scored his
second touchdown and the Falcons 16th point.

day in North Hall to discuss
plans for the coming season. The
bowlers, led by Father McCarthy,
elected officers for the coming
year. Jim Miller, Brockman 7,
was the unanimous choice for
president. Jim Hoeing, 919 Avondale, was elected vice-president;
and John Stack was chosen for
the secretary-treasurer position.
Father McCarthy expressed desire to start the ball rolling next
Monday, October 7. The league
will consist of from six to eight
teams, with four men to a team.
The activity will take place at
Sone's Bowling Palace, on Montgomery Road, near the campus,
on Mondays at four o'clock.
Jim Miller was fortunate to
acquire special rates for the
organization. The league will
bowl approximately twenty-four
days out of the year.
·

· Prizes will be awarded at the
end of the year for those ·bowlers
with the highest averages and
scores. These prizes are to come
from the club fund built up during season. The league is also
planning its annual trip to
Detroit for some of the better
and most contributing members.
Openings for more teams are
available and will be for a few
more w'eeks yet. Any persons or
teams wishing to join the league
are entirely welcome, and should
contact either Father Maccarthy
or Jim Miller.

......

·~·· .
Who? Xavier vs. Miami

When? Tomorrow, 2:00 p.m.
Where? Miami Field, Oxford
Why? 17th Renewal of 55 year
rivalry
..

..

·HAVE A REAL Cl GARETTE -..

,.,,,,,,,,rntwt'f' ' ' ':·:·,,:

HAVE A

Sure are lots of fads and
fancy stuff to smoke these
days. Look 'em overthen settle down with Camel,
a real cigarette. The exclusive Camel blend of costly
tobaccos has never been
equalled for rich flavor
and easygoing mildness.
Today; more people smoke
Camels than any other
cigar~tte.

So good and mild •••
the fines~ taste in smoking!
a. l. atJuoldl ir.-1011 Comp1n1, Wln1ton•hltm, N, 0.

..

By Bob Novak
Gregor Meagher Fennell, sounds like a name that might
well be found in Beowulf. The name "Fennell" is almost as
impressive in Xavier football history as Beowulf in English
literature. A Fennell first appeared in the Xavier lineup in
1949. This was Dick Fennell. In the three years that Dick
•~'~

hemmed and hawd and murmured something about "seeking
, the need for a Catholic education." Then he slipped in, "It
was also my mother's wish that
I do so." Most of us, who haven't
attended a state university, wonder just what the difference is
between a state school and a
private school. Here's how Greg
puts it: "One gets much more
personal attention at Xavier
than at the U. of T. At a state
school you more or less :become
just a number. At X it's like one
big family." (Note. I'm sure that
the word "happy". just slipped
Greg's mind, in anticipation of
practice Monday afternoon.)
Third Period Decisive
Greg sizes up the whys and
Greg Fennell
played the Muskies lost a total wherefores of last Saturday's
of only two games and in 1950 folly in these words: "You
they were the first and only can't fumble seven times and
Xavier team to participate in lose six of them, and win against
and win the Salad Bowl. Then a team like Bowling Green. The
in 1954 "not-so-little brother," turning point probably came in
Greg came to X. And now fm; the third period, when after a
the last three seasons he's been good rally, we fumbled the ball
starting at center on the win- and the game away. For the last
ningest" team since the days three games the main factor that
has been detrimental to the
when Dick was playing.
Muskies according to Greg is
"Meagher" But • , •
The middle name, Meagher, is their lacking to function as a
a name that most pe,ople don't unit.
Greg's days here at Xavier
see in a lifetime, so let's see
why Greg's parents selected it. will be few after the season is
This part of Gregor's name is over, for he hopes to get his
borrowed from his father's cous- degree in Business Administrain, who was three-time provin- tion this January. After that the
cial in the Dominican order Air Force will take up six
(Opps, I said a naughty word!). months of his time. In his three
Before Meagher came to Xav- years ·at Xavier Greg has shown
ier, he spent one year at the a degree of football that is as
University of Tennessee. ·When unique as his middle name,
asked why he transferred, he Meagher.
.~
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Celebrated Jesuit Priest
· ·New .News Moderator

ocroan 4,

X.U. Students
Urged To
Keep Caln1

1957 .

Eddleman· Views 'Em
And ·Reviews 'Em

By ~like M11rkiewic:1
A standout among the new members of the faculty at
By· Denny Doherty
Xavier this year is Father Mangold. In addition to his duties
By Ed Eddleman
of teaching freshman English, he also takes care of the students
As a newspaper man I am
Summer ended with the TV with success. Barnaby Conrad's
on the ground floor of Brockman Hall Dormitory, and is mod- about to exhibit an instance · atatlons
Just before that first fall much advertised "Death of Manerator of the Xavier University News.
where ethics must take preced- .show came Into focus. Apparently olite" came and we saw Jack

Although Father Mangold is
originally from Chicago, and
has spent the past ten years at
Loyola Academy and Saint lgnatius High School, he 'is by no
means new to Cincinnati. Back
around 1940, .when he was a
scholastic, he taught down at
Saint Xavier High . School. He
also spent some time in graduate work here at Xavier, where
he earned his Master degree.
Xavier, however, is only one of
a list of schools including Catholic University, University of
Detroit, Fordham, Saint Louis
University and De Paul, where
Father Mangold has spent time
learning almost all there is to
know about education and administration.

-------------

ence over style. I realize that the networks have some con- Palance as Manolite kiss the sand
Aside from all this stuqying,
science about the drivel which of the arena after being prodded
Father Mangold has found .time the maturity of today's college
they put forth during the sum- by the horns of a prop bull.
enrollry1ents
is
quite
often
questo be contributing editor to the
mer, because this season's proA Hlgbllgbt
revised edition of Prose and tioned. So, lest that brand be
grams seem to have a sparkle
stamped
on
any
of
us,
I
think
The following week the most
Poetry of America, a standard
and charm hitherto unfound.
successful play in their seriea
literature textbook, and has that the exaggerated comments
Phew!
was performed '"The Dark Side
headed the National .Catholic on Asiatic Flu should be clariUnfortunately, more bad comes of the Earth" provided some real
Education Council, which is fied.
, Let me begin by saying that, than good. A good opening was life solutions and the acting was
affiliated with the secondary
even though the chances of a had by Giselle MacKenzie, but certainly e q u a 1 to Gerhing's
schools of twenty-two states.
Polly Bergen's was putrid. "WagThere is little doubt that he campus epidemic are extremely on Train" and "Maverick" try script. Ernie Kovacs starred in a
remote, there is always a slight
. French farce by Macrel Pagnol,
will do a great job of directing
hard to capture an audience but
the dorm students and help the possibility. This slight .possibility "Have Gun, Will Travel" bogs with the growth all but edited
News maintain its high standards must '.be considered and analyzed down, as modern knight errant out of it. Had it not been for Mr.
of journalism. Perhaps he might without any form of childish. Richard Boone opens his mouth. Kovac's characterization of Topaze I'm sure it would have been
even be able to teach the fresh- hysteria. Results of such a pracNo Comedians?
much worse. Oh well, if drama
men a little something about tical a n a 1 y s is: Precautionary
Westerns we've got and singers
steps should be taken to .prevent
will come this season it will
English. All those who have met
we've got. The comedian is gone,
the contraction of this disease.
come through Playhouse 90-but
him are glad to. have him here
Asiatic flu has been so sen- so someone had to replace him. · so far it hasn't.
with us.
sationalized by the press that Who knows how long the present
This is also supposed to. be a
most people fear what they trend will continue. Television
don't understand. This un-wel- being the great medium for tal- year for spectaculars, however,
come immigrant to· our country ent, that it is, I suppose that in I hope that last Sunday's "Cresmakes known its presence by a year or two all of the current cendo" was not a portant of comincompacitating the infected per- . crop of vocalists will repose in ing events. Rex Harrison, in the
son for an approximate three that samee shade as is now occu- role of an English Traveler, supday period. An addional ten pied by wrestlers, variety sh9w ported by a cast of what were
supposed to be typical Ameridays of weakening follow. Com- emcees, and the comics.
cans, made a travesty of what
A
New
Age?
plications rarely set in, but, if
Last year it was predicted that could h~ve been a good perforthey do, modern drugs have
completely mastered most forms drama was going to be the thing. mance. From first scene to last
QUALIT~
CHEKD
of pneumonia. Now, what· are "Audiences had Matured," roared we can't forget that Englishmen
(with Vitamin · D)
la CREAM
the afore mentioned "precau- vice-presidents. Needless to say, are different from · Americans.
the headsman's axe was felt by The show opened with Harriso?t
tionary steps"?
Since the supply of serum for these idealists. Drama, however, engaging in some slangy repartee
They can't be beat as Healthful Food
immunization shots is quite is going strong and putting out with an oafish customs agent and
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
scarce, Xavier students are re- some very serious productions. some of his cohorts. It got worse
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
quested and urged to receive For instance, Goodyear Theatre as Harrison came to the Midwest.
1-5880, or ask your French-Bauer driver!
the shots from their family ~ired William Barret's "Night" Rex sat on a stool most of the
~
I
amo DAIRY l'llODucrs SINCE t IM2
physician. These shots should Sunday a week ago, and while time, acting like a prize dunce. I
not be put off, but there is no existential symbolism is a brandy knew the show was over when
"It Cl09t• no more to use the beatr•
reason whatever to stampede wine for the masses, the play Harrison started to mumble platour Cincinnati doctors.
was a chanie of pace, original, ituded about America and hamIn the event of a campus epi- and {Qr once, obviously aimed at burger, etc.
More To Come
demic, a schedule for preventive a higher intellect than that of the
steps against the flu has already twelve year old.
Next month's show of the
Playhouse 90 is now looked month may be better-they're
been drawn up and can be put
into effect quite readily. The upon as the last big theatre oper- staging Mark Twain's "Prince
University will receive a limited ation in video. This year, how-' and the Pauper." At least that
supply of the serum, but because ever, it has alternated failure has a story to it.
it is of such a small proportion,
and most of it is needed for
Council Discusses
can be safely said that each man
many of the personel, the stuis capable of doing a good jola.
dents are urged to see their own
various Issues
However, the interest which a
doctors.
(Continued from page 3)
man shows in his duties is very
Students of Xavier, this is the the President of Council, Bill often proportional to the degree
first problem of national scope Sena, jumped ·the gun somewhat of-efficiency ·With which he perwhich affects us as we begin .
·
the d es k t op ·b e- forms ·hit. It is my fond
m pure h asmg
. and sin.
another term. We must see fore the money was actually cere ope tha~ the. mteres~ m
through the bold banners of appropiated by Council. Several - ;;~udent Council which was not
newspapers and regard them as Council members provided Sena displayed by a few of these men
the trend of the day. Sport your a few anxious moments with
·
at Monda
· d'1cat e1
.
Y's me.et'mg m
maturity quietly and calmly by suggestions that· Council not nothmg mor_e serious than dorfollowing the given procedure. cover the expenditure.
.
However, mant enthusiasm ·
In this manner we can quietly Terry Lautenbach finally conThe Bookstore Investigation
and sufficiently anhiliate this descended to propose the motion, Committee, mentioned in last
bacterial "persona non grata,"
and sensationally write of his and Sena's personal finances week's article, reported on the
remained intact as Council ap- first phase ·of its three-.phase
death; not his ·birth.
proved the appropiation 8-2,
with three members declining to program. The first step by the
vote. · ·
committee is to send out a li1t
Board Named
of 40-50 books used in Xavier
The Judicial Board and the courses to six universities in this
general area, requesting that the
The annual Memorial Mass for Social Committee were accepted
various universities list their
by
Council.
Membe1·s
of
this
deceased faculty, students, an.d
benefactors of Xavier University year's Judicial Board are Neil current prices for these book1
will be held November 8. instead Mooney, Dick Bolling, and Bill and return the lists to the Xa~
of November 12 as originally Long with Mike Tancey as Chief ier Committee. A .progress rescheduled. The change has been
port will again be supplied next
made because a segment of the Justice. The Social Committee Monday, at which time phase
student body will be attending . complemented its forces as Jim two of the program is expected
Popping corn contains water. When the water gets hot enough,
a special Mass in connection with Sammons brought Dave Herth, to go into effect.
the kernel explodes. Result: popcorn.
I
the dedication of the restored John Griffin, Tom Magner, and
A final note for the benefit of
We're not }>assing this information along as a public
Old Cathedral on that day, There Steve Murphy into the fold.
the dorm students and fur dayservice. Actually we're up to the same old game.
will be no classes the day of the
students who may appreciate
The approval of these commitMass.
another uninhibited weekend! In
You see, popcorn makes most people thirsty.
tees by a majority of Counci.l case you have not checked your
Fortunately, when mo;t people get thirsty
DADS' CLUB PRODUCES
brings to the fore an interesting University calendars, the· schedthey hanker for the good taste o( Coca-Cola.
NEW FOLDER
point. To this interested observer ule calls for classes to resume
Wouldn't 11ou'like some popcorn right now?
A handsome two-color folder only four of the above seven from the Christmas vacatiqp on
outlining aims and organization men who were approved were Friday, January 3. Council i1
C'mon now, wouldn't you?
of the· Xavier Dads' Club baa · present at the Council meeting. making an effort to have a :holSIGN OF GOOD TASTE
been printed, Fr. Edward J. Trusting in the good judgment iday transferred to thia Friday,
Bottled under authoriry of The Coca-Cola Company by
O'Brien, S.J., moderator of the of the chairmen responsible for postponing the return until MonCOCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS CO.
Dada' Club, baa announced.
their individual appointments, it day, January 6.

HOMOGENIZED MILK

v

&

"'"""""'~ I

Memorial Mass
Changed.

·What Makes lbp. fun Ibp?
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The Night Side of The News

.4 fter Hours
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The

By_ Thaddeu•
Ed. Note: The News Is println1
tbe Alma Mater In the hope that
atudents will both learn and sing
It proudly at Xavier football
sames and at other events· where
It ii 1un1.
Dear Alma Mater Xavier!
Undylnr troth to pledre to you
That we the llvlnr shall hold true
The faith of those of years now
1one
Inviolate kept and thus passed on.
So may the trust with In us dwell
And ma1 this song our voices
swell
Until resounds o'er bill and dell:
Dear Alma Mater Xavier.
Dear Alma Mater Xavier!
Your verdant slopes, your stately
halls,
The grandeus of your ivied walls,
Arise so tranquil and sublime
Like walls of the ages, scorning
time.
Instill In us a valor strong
To champion right, contend with
wrong.
So' shall we proudly, voice this
son1:
Dear Alma Mater Xavier.

New Prof
Mr. Larry I. Donnelly, 2242
Cathedral Avenue, Norwood, has
joined the Xavier Evening College Faculty this fall. Mr. Donnelly has. been conducting "Principles of Economics on Thursday
structed a course in Industrial
evenings. He had recently Inpsychology for the National Lead
Company of Ohio.
Mr. Donnelly holds the degrees
of Bachelor of Arts an-d Licentiate in Philosophy from Loyola
University, Chicago, and the
Master of Business Administration from Xavier University.
Formally as a seminarian in
the Society of Jesus, Mr. Donnelly taught under the Society
at St. Xavier High School, Cincinnati, and at the University of
Detroit High School.
Interested in the activities and
welfare of Catholic youth, Mr.
Donnelly is a past president of
the Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Youth and currently
president of that organization's
Baden Club.

Too Late For Help
Just a year ago this month, the people of Hungary rose up
against tpeir Hungarian masters. Tired of dictatorship, sick
of tyranny, they rebelled in bitter anger, grasping for the
right to choose their own leaders. The people of Hungary had
very nearly succeeded, when the Soviet Army moved in. Badly
outnumbered, deserted by the West, the Hurlgarian Rebels
were crushed with savage bruta:lity.
Now roundly condemned by the U.N. for its intervention in
Hungary, the Soviet-Union has smugly offered a facetious
excuse. They were "rescuing" Hungary from a "Fascist plot"
engineered by the U.S. The truth, of course, was quite different. The U.S., quaking in fear of any remote possibility of
armed conflict, ·kept a cowardly distance. 'lhe Soviet Union
simply reoccupied Hungary.
It is much too late to save Hungary's Freedom Fighters.
All that is now possible is to make an observation that should
already be obvious. The condemning feature of all dictatorship
is that it rests on brute force. No one accepts tyranny by free
choice; it has to be rammed down the throats of a subject
people or nation. In Hungary's case, the ramming was done
by the hobnailed boots of the Soviet Army.
··
·
·
-Robert Feldmann
ll:dltor ................................................................................ Robert Feldmann
Amociate Edlton ........................................ Kathy Stumph, Ann Doud,
Alberta Biedenharn
Reporters ............ Marlene Lo1an, Mary Martin, Patricia Wiedeman
Circulation i\hna1er ............................................ Paul <Pete) Fleming
Moderator ........................................................................ Paul E. Sweeney

Car Pool
.
.

A car pool for Evening College students is being organized
under the auspices of the XILES.
Many car owners have already
signed up. Few riders have.
Prospective riders and generous
car owners can still sign up in
the bookstore.

·Class Ok'd
Miss Judith Diehl, instructor
of Introductory Drawing on
Monday evenings, does not wish
to discourage students from using the library on that night.
Miss Diehl's class meets in the
outer room 'of the library at
7: 30. After that time. students
may quietly enter the library
and use the other room for
reading or \vithdrawing books.

· Display XUEC
Evening College students can
now display the fact that they
"belong" to the University.
Decals for car windows, etc., are
now available in the bookstore.
Every EC student car owner
should have one. He belongs.

'Opinionnaire'
By PClt Wieclunan
What do you think of the Xiles?
Judy Quinlan, Clerk - Typist,
Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co.
"I think the idea of an organization for Evening Division students is good. So far it looks like
there should be ci lot of fun, but
I wish the membership was a
little more equal between the
fellows and girls."
Ron Amend, Utility Clerk, Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co.
"The Xiles serve a definite
purpose by enabling the students
to meet one another on a social
basis. Without a club of some
kind, you would not get to know
many of the other students at
all."
Marvin Tibbetts, Employee, Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co.
"I think the Xiles is a good
organization in many respects,
but the differences in ages of
the students will pose a large
problem."

,

...

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
.
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

Odds and Erids

***********************•

..

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY

Too Important To Forget-

3616 Montromery Road

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
A Few Blocks Nortb
Of The Dorms
Baci1elor Service
Fluff Dry Bundlea
4 BOUR SERVICE

***************~*******•

By week or month

B1umrin1'1 Pharmacy

STUDENT SPECIAL
Typewriter, clean, oil, adjuat
and ribbon - $7.50
Call PArkW&J' 1-5011

Th• Dn&g Store Clo•m To
Xavier Uniuernt11
1118 Mont1om~ .....
MEirose 1-3701

••

H. MILLER ·DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

GUARANTEE

INSTALLED FREE

BRAKES

RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

M U F F L E R M A N - THE - B RA K E M A N
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) 'ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust S tems - Sold Installed

14t Main Street

I

for Cincinnati's '9nest
MUFFLERS
CAR-LIFE

Central Typewriter Co.
i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

WOodburn 1-2474

. Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20-.Years Experience

Reader
Write1

Some time ago, yours truly
courted a girl whose crownin&
glory was very long and very
blond hair. As cireumstances l''ellow XILES:
. brought heads together, a sliiht
An organization is as good 11
wry odor was detected as coming the membership makes it. We
from this shining head and the of the XlLES have 100 paid
true shade of the hair was cast members and applications for
into doubt.
approximately 100 more. To put
Now this observer hardly ques- it bluntly we need help. By we, ·
tions the riiht of any girl to assist I mean the officers of the XILES.
nature in obtaining a properly
The officers are doing all that
attractive shade of hair. Nonethe- is possible to make this a .sucless, scholarly i n t e r e s t was cessful venture. We believe that
aroused. How many girls are true basically and fundamentally we
blonds?. How many help. nature have established a fine and outalong? Where is the dividing standing organization. The sucline? Or-how many girls hit the cess of this organization doe.s not
bottle?
lie in the work of the officers
but in the combined operation of
Problem1
The basic problem was how to officers and members.
do research on this question. The · We want you as members to
direct interrogation was discard- know that this is your organied for several reasons: 1) This zation, and it is up to you to
see that it will be a success. We
could get one's . face slapped. 2)
Or a punch in the nose from an need and want volunteers for
the various committees which
irate boyfriend. 3) E~en a direct
will be established. Won't you
answer would be of doubtful
help? Contact one of your offitrustworthiness. 0 f necessity,
cers. Be present for the meeting
therefore, observation was adoptFriday, October 4, in the audied as our method.
torium at 8: 30 before the dance.
The results? On a typical downYours sincerely,
town stireet corner, four. out of
Dick Glassmeyer
five blonds passing by had very
President of the XILES
blond hair that looked very much
as if nature had been helped
along. A busy suburban street
intersection produced a ration of
By Mary Anne JJlarlin
just two to five.
·
When you hear the chimes,
Theories
then the voices, "Help the Happy
How to account for the rather Way,'' think of Willie. I was in·
large difference? A lot could be traduced to Willie through the
said for the idea that the mor~ words of a volunteer from the
urbanized, downtown "business" · Big Brothers in Cincinnati, but
girls are the ones who assist it was one introduction I'll never
Mother Nature, while their sub- forget. The next time I feel disurban counterparts are more couraged or depressed, I'll think
willing to wear tresses of natural of Willie . . . Willie was born
color. A good theory.
without arms and legs. You see,
Still, you see, the girl in the he has a problem. Help the happy
first paragraph whose very blond way-through the United Appeal.
hair ·started all this-well, she
Catholic Youth Week will be
was a farmer's daughter. . .
observed October 27 through
November 3. Join the Catholic
Council of Youth; Unity Means
Strength.
DON'T FORGET!
Are you reading "Where Did
You Go? Out. What Did You Do?
"Get Acquainted" Dance
Nothing." in the Cincinnati Poat
October 4 - Friday
by Robert Paul Smith? Simply
hilarious. It's the story of the
8:30 to Midnight
differences between kids "then"
XILES admitted free
and now.
Definition of critics: People
Non-XILES donate $.50
who like to go places and boo
Hayride tentatively scheduled
things.
Got any info? Let me know:
for Saturday night, October 19.
XILES memberships are still
being accepted in Evening Col·
Typewriter Sales and Rentai.
lege Office.
Standards and Portable1

85cto2,35

o Coprl P1110 tenl1ht - the
.Trr
.,.111,
Pl11• you con oppttcloto.

PIZZA

........ 11IN1.1. Ctr11tr Tt11t1set
IU 11141111 lld, 111• Hiii.

m THI FAMOUS CAPlll
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OPEN £VERY DAY - 4 P. M. 'till
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•••••••••••...•••••••••••••••••'Shakespeare Joins Innovations
Topper Club
As Masque Unmasks Plans

STAGELJGHTS

The Ma11que Society is prepar• groups are producing an ever
ing to leap into extracurricular increasing nur_nber of professional
By Saaj/ord Mooney
life with a colorful splash. In actors and actresses.
addition to the two customary
The Kerr version of Shake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 presentations, the society has
spear's comedy, The Taming of .
plans
for
a
program
of
arena
.
In a day and an age when most playwrights seem to direct
theatre, and eight television the Shrew was chosen as the
their talents toward the subjects of sex and immorality, "The plays to ·be performed as part of first major attraction for December 2, 3, and 4. However, the
Egghead," by Molly Kazan, is a wel.com7 change: Thi~, ho~ "Xavier Presents."
ever1 is not to say that the play lacks action or crisp d1a~ogue:
Mr. Kvapil, the new director, repertoire will not be confined
The problem presented is whether the so-called "liberal intel- explained that, although his to classics. At the time of interplanning to enlarge the scope of view Mr. Kvapil was awaiting
lectual" isn't in reality a person
dramatics at Xavier called for permission to use plays for the
of bias and prejudice. In other
persistent effort by the entire television series by James Elwords, js the "liberal" so liberal?
society, the rewards on other ward, an author of growing fame,
The play relates the expericampuses have more than just- and Rod Serling, who won the
ences of a New England college
ified the I~bor. As examples be top award fo.r his "Playhouse 90"
professor, named Parson, who
noted that student interest has script, Requiem for a Heavyliterally crammed his "liberal"
increased and that college drama weight.
views down the throats of not
Fr. Raymond W. Allen, S.J.,
only his family but an entire chairman of the mathematics decollege. The action takes on fur- partment, has announced that
ther complications when Perry nine freshmen have been given
Dr. Joseph Link, associate pro- . Fr. Lawrence J. Flynn, S.J.,
Hall, a former student of the advanced standing in mathematcollege and of Profeisor Parson, ics this year. He also reports that fessor of economics, is one of instructor of English and speech
is being investigated for subver- some Catholic high schools in the . three judge11 in a Scholastic Sav· at the Milford Division, is the
sive activities by the F.B.I. The area have i~itiated a new mathe- ings Contest being held for high author of "The Aristotelian Basis
professor is assured that his itu- matics program designed to furtor Ethics of. Speaking" which
dent is being investigated only nish additional numbers of stu- . school juniors in the Ci~cinnati appears in the September issue
because he is a Negro who holds dents able to receive advanced -- area under sponsorship of the (Vol. VI, No. 3) 'of The Speech
"liberal" viewi.
11tanding on admittance.
Southern Ohio National Bank.
Teaclter.
Lefty
Professor Parson, who of course
knows it all, won't take any advice from his friends or family,
but is swayed by leftists at the
college. His faith in Hall's ideas
is so great and he is so~ure that
Hall isn't a Communist that he
invites him to speak .at the college.
Redman
Perry Hall turns out to be a
Communist and 'betrays the confidence Professor Parson had in
him by exclaiming that it wasn't
his race he worked for, but himself. This was a bitter pill for
P.arson to take. In these few
moments Parson grows up. Now,
even Parson discovers that the
"liberal" intellectual can be
wrong.
Bravo
Karl Malden, one of the theater's more competent actors;
handled the part of Prof. Parson
magnificently. Phyllis Love is
good as his wife. Edward Franz,
the veteran character actor, as
Gottfried Roth and Biff McGuire
as the F.B.I. agent, both ditl
credible jobs.
Prlceleu
However, Lloyd Richardt, a
WHAT'S A BARE·HEADED STllONG MANJ
WHAT'S A RICH FRESHMAN'S IEANIE1
young Nerro actor, literally 1tole
the show. To see and hear Richards in the third act is worth the
price of the play itself.
Whether "The Egihead" will
be a hit on Broadway is questionable, but itlil impact ian't
doubtful.

Atop Historic Music Hall

.

OPENS ITS NEW ~EASON
SAT. EVE., with

FRANKIE
MASTERS
and Bia
NATIONALLY FAMOUS
ORCHESTRA

Nine Freshmen
Given Advanced
Math Standing

Bllsy Man!

OCT. 5

Mere Room to Dance on .
Cincy's Largest, Finest Floor
The club offers special low
'
rental rates to coUere rroups
for private functions. Also,
it has mone7-makin1 plans
for smaller groups at Its
regular Saturday eveninr
dances. Make Inquiry now!

F1·. Fly1m In Print

RESERVATIONS-CB 1-3086

· Feelin' blue? Need money, too?
Students, we've _got news foi ·you!

•

•

Send yours ·in ancl

NATI.HI ATLAS

/

MINK OINK

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

A. Bichartl Millel'

Bohrl Drupielll

Have. you anything on tap
for tonight?

Qunn1 CoUe11t

BudMU

$

MAKE
MOST POPULAR GAMI that ever went to col·
Jege-that's Stickl,rs! Just write a simple riddle

Like to meet some n~e
young ladies?
or
Would you rather s~end
your time in that lovely
dorm or at your home?
If your answer to the first
twe questions was yes, drop
in at the armory tonight for
THE SHUTTER BUG BALL
featuring the music of
Bob Sha'ffstein

WHAT IS A ROLLED·UP MAPJ

CVllLED WORLD

'MarkFa6fln

U. of Colora4o

and a two-word rhyming answer. For example:
What's a big cat shot full of holes? (Answer:
peppered leopard.) Both words must have the
· same number of syllables-bleak freak, ftuent
truant, vinery finery. Send Sticklers, with your
name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe.
Lucky, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Don't do
drawings! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
use in our ads-and for hundreds that never see
print. While you're Stickling, light up a light
smoke-light up a Luclf'.Y. You'll &aY. it's the

best-tatting cigarette you ever smoked/

&

Orchestra
8:00 p.m. - X.U. Armory
Donation $.50
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

LIGHT UP A
.

1!.!ght SMOKE-LIGHT _J..IP A
•A.

J, C..

hwJlld of .xe~---- ~llf

LUCKY!

e.,..,,-,~M' ii •r .iMll-.
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Sailing· Club

soum HALL SURVEY
;

::

QUESTION FOR THE WEEK:
Who fa going to win the World
Series and what are your rea-

Ope11s New

win it in .five games.
Sophomore Tom Davous, a
liberal arts student thinks that
3ons?
the Yankees will take it in the
"Now hear this .... now hear
Senior Don Huhn, registered minimum of four games. "The this! This is the commodore speakin the business administration Yankees have more experience, ing." 'Perhaps you swabs won't
course says, "Milwaukee has and have a better bench, and find this kind of drama in the
more power and stronger pitch- with Casey Stengel managing Muskie Sailing Club, but if you
ing." "The Yankees have only they can't lose," says Tom. "They have any liking for the boundone pitcher who has anything to will also get the 'lump.' "
ing main you should "hear this."
Freshman Bill Ohr, a bu.siness The University's Saili1ig Club is
write home about, and that is
Whitey Ford, and he can't pitch administration major, thinks that · weighing anchor and they are
seven ·games." Don thinks the Milwaukee :will win it because looking for prospective member~.
Braves will take it in five games. of players like Bob H<izel, Johnny
Very Active
"Milwaukee in my estimation Logan and Hank Aaron. Bill
Widely recognized as one of.
will win the series due to their says and we ·quote, "Mickey
the most active organizations on
power both in hitting and pitch- Mantle has a bad arm in the
campus, the midshipmen have
ing," says junior Mike Mesti- field, and I think he will be
set up a tremendous schedule
maker. Mike also says that Mil- weak." "My guess is that the
for the coming year. Commodore
waukee has f r e s h material Yanks are not the team they
Hugh Keiser, Vice - commodore
whereas the Yankees have to have been in the past, and that
Steve Schultz, Rear Commodore
depend upon "veterans." Mike Milwaukee will win it in 4
Dick Dunn, Treasurer Joe Gleealso says that the Braves will games.
son, and Secretary Elaine Weclig,
have whipped quite a fleet together. Docked at Lake Cowen,
the Club's headquarters are three
sharp ships-two fiberglass Tech
(Continued from Page 1)
D's and a Penguin. The "D's" are
Mr. Earl Cowell, a frosh business student from Chester, Ill., felt the latest styles and give the
that interviews are helpful.
Muskies a better than even chance
• • • •
in competition with Notre Dame,
Mr. Bernie Kerns, a sophomore business student from Ft. Wayne, University of Detroit, and the
Ind. whose hobby is "school," felt that there was need for a fan to several Big Ten schools who will
draw out the smoke.
compete with them.
•
Rugged Slate
Mr. Stan Ferguson, a business student from Ft. Wayne, Ind. whose.
The regatta schedule for the
hobby is eating, would like to see beer at these dances. ·He feels that
semester runs· thusly: October
it would draw a crowd.
12-13 at Ohio State; October
·•
Mr. Jack Furio, a sophomore who hails from Cincinnati, would 26-27 at Purdue; November 2-3
like to have a little bit more ventilation in the armory. He also feels at Lake Cowen; November 16-17
features eliminations at Ohio
that the dance floor should be bigger.
State; a n_d November 23-24
brings on U.C. at Lake Cowen.
That is a schedule worthy of the
Caine.
(Continued from Page 1)
Frosh Welcome
. A meeting every two weeks,
MiM Terry Froehle, senior from Mother of Mercy R.S., had these
observations to make: "There are three girls to every boy. There are fall and spring dances, and a
top notch .float._for the Home- ..
too many intermissions."
coming fill out the activity
•
• •
Miss Mary Carol Pohlman, a secretary who graduated from agenda. Frosh are more than
Mother of Mercy in,~'56, felt that there should lbe more mixing among invited to join and should see
any one of the officers. Good
the fellows and gir:JS.
luck and smooth sailing, :middies!
•
• • •

Big·ger Year

THE FELLOWS SAY
•

• • • •

... .

Obit.er
Dicta
(Continued from Page 2)
Arkansas town, who forfeited
their identity by their membership, and their governor, together with all who are blind
to the reality of the human race,
should listen to a voice that is
very American in tone. "And I
am black, but my soul is white."

CHICO'S
ITALIAN

AND AMERICAN
FOOD

3832 MONTGOMERY BD.

2 Minutes From XaTler
(One Block\ South of Dua)
JEffel'IOD
~~-

1·9188

• •a•a_s_J

On Camp Max'1an

( /Jy th A 11tl111r of" !folly Uu1111d the Flag, Boy.~!" etc.)

WHAT EVERY YOUNG COED
SHOULD WEAR
Gather round, girls. Flip open a paek of Marlboros,
light up, C'll.io~' that. fine fla\"OI', that good filter, relax and
listen 'rhilr Old Dnd tl'lls you about the latest campus
fashions.
·
·
The kc~· 'rnrd t hi:; yt•nr is casual. Be cmmal. Be slapdash. BP rakish. lmp1·0\·is1~. Invent your own ensembles
-like ski pn11t:; with a peek-a-boo blouse, like pajama
bottoms with a11 ermi1u~ ~tole, liken hockey sweater with
a dirndl.
(Dirndl, incidentnlly, is one of the trnly fascinating
words in tlte English language. The wonl originated on
.June 27, 18-Hi, when Dusty Sigafoos, the famous scout
nnd [nclinn fiµ;htcr, went. into the Golden Nugget Saloon
in Chcye1111c, Wy01ning, t.o r;ee Lily Langtry. Miss Larigtt·y
did her dance in pink tights. Dusty had never seen anyt.hinµ; like that in his life and he was much impressed.
He thought. about her all the '~~ty home. When he got

THE GIRLS SAY
•

•

•

Miss Jan Hoetker, a Mother of Mercy senior, felt that there should
be more boys at these dances.

• • • •• •

Miss Julia Schmidt, a freshman at the l\lt. St. Joseph School of
Nunlnr, felt that girls outnumber the fellows at these dances.

OUR FINDINGS
IN GENERAL

• • • • •

(Continued from Page 1)
he hopes, before Homecoming.
We'll have a great deal more
information on this at a later
date. The only . thing we can't
. understand is the ever popular
complaint that "the fellows don't
dance with the girls" and "that
there aren't more fellows at these
dances." The quite frequent wish
that this campus would go Co-ed
is partially achieved every Friday night excepting certain days
in the year and in Lent and Advent. It seems a shame to me
and to quite a few others that
I've talked to that more of the
gents on this campus don't take
advantage of the opportunity
Offered.
Some of the suggestions offered
by those interviewed are quite
good while others · are on the
foolish side. As we said at the
beginning, here they are, take
them for what they're worth. If
you have any comments, write
to the Xavier News, Xavier University, Cincinnati "I, Ohio.

• • • • •

Drs. To Travel

• • • • •

Ml11s Sue Shaw, Mother of Mercy School Class President, who is
al10 an accomplished pianist, felt that the place could be a little cooler
. and that the boys should dance·a little bit more.

• • • • •

Miss Anne Hannafin, a doctor's assistant, who graduated from St.
Ursula in 1957, felt that there were too many small crowas of fellows
'and girls standing around causing bottlenecks. She also had this to
say: "They're '0.T.L.' (we are told that this means ·'out to lunch').
Miss Hannafin did not make it clear as to just who was, as she put
it, O.T.L.
i . ·. ,.;.t !

• • • • •

Miss 'Sally Marchessault, a senior from St. Ursula, had a twofold
wish. The first wish was that the fellows would wear sport or suit
coats. The second was for better ventilation in the armory.

• • • ••

•

Miss Donna Schubler, a Good Samaritan Hospital Student of
Nursing, felt that there should be some means of breaking the ice
among the fellows and· girls. As she put it: "Everybody's afraid to
talk to anybody else."

• • • • •

Miss Mary Stenger, a St. Ursula Senior, felt that the fellows don't
circulate enough and that they don't dance enough. She also. pointed
out that it is either too hot or too cold in the armory.

• • • • •

Miss Suzanne Tracy, a freshman arts student at Mt. St. Joseph,
felt that there should be fewer bottlenecks and more f~lows dancing.
Miss Mary Jo Thoman, an Edgecliff freshman, who is majoring in
physical therapy, felt that there were too many girls at the dance.
She also wished that more of the upperclassmen would come.
Miss Marilyn Mauer, an Edgecliff freshman, whose major is
history, felt that more of Xavier's upperclassmen should come to the
dances.

To Meet
The Modern Language Section
of the Ohio College Association
' will meet on the campus of Xavier University October 26, Dr.
Joseph E. Bourgeois, chairman of
the modern languages department, has announced.

To Address Motliers
Fr. John J. Wenzel, S.J., chalrffiaii(i( the theology department,
will address a meeting of St.
Vincent Ferrer parish's Mothers'
Club October 2 on the topic, "A
Mother's Mission."

DRS. BOURGEOIS, VEGA .
AT CONVENTION
Dr. Joseph E. Bourgeois, chairman of the modern languages department, and Dr. Matias Vega,
assistant professor of Spani$,
attended the meeting of the Modern Language Association September 9, 10, and 11 at Madison,
Wis. Dr. Vega reported on activities of Xavier's Institute of Hispanic Studies.

home his ll'il'c Fclclspa1· was waiting to 8how him a new
skirt she had made for herself. ';How do you like my new
:-;kirt, Dusty'?" asked Feldspar. He looked at the large,
voluminom; ganrient, then thought, of the pink tights on
Lily J.augtry. "Your skirt is darn dull," said Dusty.
"Dam dull" was later shortened to dirndl, which is how
climdls got their nnme.)
But I digress. We were smoking n, Marlboro and
talking about the In test campus styles. Casual, we agree,
is the key word. But casual need not mean drab. Liven
up your outfits with a touch of glamor. Even the lowly
dungaree and mau-sliirt combination can be made ex·
citing if you'll adom it wit.h a simple necklace of 120
matched diamoncb. With Bermuda shorts, wear kneecymbnb. Ile guided by the famous poet, Cosmo Sigafoos
(whose cousin Dusty invented the dirndl), who wrote:
Sparkle, my beauty,
Shimmer and shine,
'l'he night is young,
'l'hc air's like wine,
Cling to a leaf,
/!any on a i·i1w,
Crawl on your belly,
It's time to dine.
(Mr. Sigafoos, it should be explained,· was writing
about a glowworm. Insects, as everyone knows, are
among Mr. Sigafoos' favorite i'ubjects for poeh·y. Who
can ever forget his immortal Ode 'l'o a Boll W cevil? Or
his T11111blina A fony with the~ Tm11bliny Tumblcbuy? Or
his Fly Ocntly, 8wcet il7Jhid7 1fr. Sigafoos has been inuctive rsince t.hc im·ention of DDT.)
But r ciigress. We were smoking a Marlborn and dis·
cussing fashion. Let 11s tum now to headwear. The motif
in hats this year will be familiar American scenes. There
will be models to fit e\·cry head-for example, the ''Empire State Building" for tall, thin heads; the ".Jefferson
l\fomoriul" for scpmtty heads; "Niagara Falls" fo1:, dry
scalps. Feature of the collection i.;; the "Statue of
Liberty," complete with a torch that actually burns.
This is ve1·y handy for lighting your l\Inrlboros, which
is tenibly important because no matter how good
l\fo1·Jboros are, thuy'rn nowhere unless you light them.

© Mu• tlhulman, 1957

Wliatever 11011 u·ear, girls-and men too-yo11' It find ll1e p#!rfect
acces11or11 is JUarlboro. wl1ose makers take pleas11re in bringin(I
gou tllis c"l11m11 tl1w11gllo11t Ille scllool year.
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FAM/UAR PAcK
I
I

I'.

BOTH SAME PRICE!.
;

..

Only VfcerQy gives you

2Cl000 FILTER TRAPS FOR THAT SMOOTHER TASTE
AN ORDINARY
PILTBR
Half tu moay filter trapa in
tbc other two lar1e1t•1Cllin1
filler brands! Jn Viceroy,
20,000 filter traps , , • lwlc•
tu many •• , for amootbcr
taste!

THE VICBROY
,FILTBR
Tbe1e simplified drawin11
showthcdilfercnce ••• show
that Vkcroy'1 20,000 filter
uaps arc actually 1wle• as
many 11 the ordinary filter!

Twice as many filter traps as the
other two largest-selling filter brands I
Compare! Only Viceroy
gives you 20,000 filter trapstwice as ma11y as the other two
largest-selling filter brandsfor that smoother taste!

Plus-finest-quality leaf tobacco, Deep-Cured for extra
smoothness!
Get Viceroy!
O'N7, arow• •Willia-• ~a-c..

